DS1214-FP-5BK

DS1214-FP-6YE

SCREEN HOUSE
CC-1214S

MODEL #CC-1214S SCREEN HOUSE
14ft x 12ft x 90in/4.26m x 3.65m x 2.28m
QTY

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

FABRIC BODY:
Tent Body
POLES:
8 Steel, Main Tent Pole-Black, 3 section

DS1214-SP-3BK

2 Fiberglass, shock-corded Main Tent Pole – black, 5 section

DS1214-FP-5BK

2 Fiberglass, shock-corded Main Tent Pole(Yellow Labeled)

DS1214-FP-6YE

N/A

– black, 6 section
CARRY BAG:
1 Carry Bag – black

DS1214-CB

UNIVERSAL PARTS:
1 Pole Bag

DS1214-PB

1 Stake Bag

DS1214-SB

STAKES:
16

Stakes: dia4mm x 7in

DS1214-ST

STEP 6: Finish the setup
Secure the screen house by using the guy lines and extra stakes. Make sure to pull the screen
house out evenly and tightly to ensure it will stand up straight.

STEP 1:Verify Package Contents
Verify package contents by emptying contents of bag(s) and confirming all parts are included and
undamaged.
Tip: Do this at home before you leave on your trip.
STEP 2: Fasten to the Ground
Select a smooth level site and spread out your screen house. Stake down the front base of the
screen house by inserting a stake through the stake loops located on either side of the door.
Drive the stakes into the ground at a 45-degree angle using a hammer or mallet. Make sure the front
of the screen house is pulled out evenly and tightly.
Tips: Stakes provided are for solid ground.
Camping in sand? We suggest corkscrew style. Check favorite retailer for availability.

STEP 3: Assemble the Poles
Assemble fiberglass screen house poles by inserting sections into metal joints. Assemble the chain-corded
steel poles, section by section, by inserting the tapered pole ends into the adjacent sections. Drape the
rainfly over the tent (pole side down). Center the pole over the front door.

DS1214-FP-6YE (2pcs)
DS1214-FP-5BK (2pcs)
DS1214-SP-3BK (8pcs)
STEP 4: Ready for Setup
The pole sleeves are color-coded to match the poles. Each plastic hub is pre-attached to the skin of the
screen house. Insert the end of each fiberglass pole into the plastic hub with the larger diameter teeth.
Caution: Make sure pole sleeve fabric is evenly distributed along pole and does not catch at
pole joints. Undue stress could break pole or tear fabric.

DS1214-FP-6YE

DS1214-FP-5BK
STEP 5: Raise the Screen House
To raise the screen house, begin by working on one side of the screen house then the opposite side.
Insert the steel leg poles() with the locking steel loop into the pre-attached corner hub. Lift the poles
and place the bottom of the poles onto the pins attached to the stake loops. Repeat these steps for
the other poles on the opposite side of the screen house. Clip the plastic hooks sewn to the screen
house wall to the steel leg poles.

To disassemble the screen house, follow the steps above in reverse order. Be sure to leave the doors UNZIPPED.
Store the stakes in the stake bag and the poles in the pole bag.
The screen house should be folded into equal parts to distribute the bulk. With the pole bag placed opposite
the door, start with a tight roll, the width of your carry bag. Roll the screen houe toward the door to allow
the air to escape. Once rolled, secure it with the strings provided. Please the screen house and the stake bag
inside the carry bag. Make sure the screen house is clean and dry prior to storage. Always store in a dry area,
never on a concrete floor.

